Vibrastop™
Vibration-Dampening Gloves

These gloves are padded with a layer of vibration dampening polymer. Specially compounded, formed-chloroprene coated, seamless-lined gloves. Good for protection from repetitive impact and work with pneumatic vibrating tools. Ergonomic design offers both comfort and flexibility. Meets the EN ISO/ANSI standard for for vibration reduction.

Repetitive trauma associated with excessive vibration to the hands is a big problem in North America. Employees develop many symptoms associated with hand-arm vibration syndrome (HAVS). Hand-arm is vibration transmitted into your hands and arms when you use hand-held powered work equipment. Too much exposure to hand-arm vibration can cause hand-arm vibration syndrome (HAVS) and carpal tunnel syndrome use the proper PPE to avoid this!

For more information on Vibration-Dampening Palm-Coated Gloves click the following link:

FEATURES
- Meets anti-vibration standard EN ISO 10819: 1996 and ANSI S3.40
- Black nylon, 7-gauge shell for durable
- Machine washable & rot resistant
- Elastic wrist for a snug fit

APPLICATIONS
- Automotive
- Forestry and Landscaping
- Construction

AVAILABLE SIZES
- M
- L
- XL

Christopher
Health and Safety Engineering Specialist

5 STARS - “These gloves do a fantastic job at reducing vibrations. I’ve used them twice now with my backpack leaf blower and the numbness or tingling I’d get after an hour long session is all but gone.”
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Engineered hand protection for every industry®